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Markets summary 

 February continued where January left off, with further 

rallies in risk assets and no further material negative 

developments in the issues surrounding the European 

periphery. Market participants spent most of the month 

waiting for news on whether Greece would default or 

receive the next tranche of bailout money, and the 

extent (and efficacy) of the second LTRO program 

from the ECB. 

 Global equity markets continued to rally in February 

and the MSCI World (LC) Index ended the month up 

4.5%. Regional performance was reasonably uniform; 

the notable outperformers were Japanese equities 

which benefited from policy intervention from the 

BOJ.  

 Government bond markets were the weakest asset 

class in February but still produced a positive return of 

0.1% (JP Morgan GGB Index). Developed market 

curves generally steepened as longer-dated yields 

rose. 

 Overall, commodities posted positive returns. Gold 

prices, having steadily appreciated throughout 

February, fell sharply on the last trading day and 

ended the month down 1.5%. In energy markets, the 

price of Brent rallied by almost 11% as geopolitical 

concerns over Iran gathered momentum.   

 Credit markets, in line with other risk assets, 

appreciated in February. Lower-quality paper generally 

outperformed higher-quality credit; the ML HY Master 

II Index ended the month 2.3% higher and spreads 

tightened by 63bps.   

 In FX, the USD weakened against the EUR and 

strengthened against the JPY. The EUR/JPY cross 

rate increased by 8.5% for the month.  

 

How did this affect hedge funds?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 Hedge fund industry performance was positive in 

February and the HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index 

posted a gain of 1.4% (as at 28 February).  

 In months characterised by rising risk assets on little to 

no positive news flow, we usually see beta-driven 

managers generating good returns. This was very 

much the case in February.  

 All of the headline strategies produced positive returns. 

The managers with the best returns were those 

running Relative Value strategies which benefit from 

increased levels of activity in risk assets such as Event 

Arbitrage. The increased stock dispersion was also 

beneficial for more fundamentally-oriented investment 

processes.  

 Returns from Systematic Trading (ie CTAs) were small 

but positive. Trend-followers made money from long 

exposure to oil and equities. The main detractors were 

in FX: long bias to the JPY and short exposure to the 

EUR both lost money.  

 Managers started to increase risk levels towards the 

end of January and this continued into February. Our 

analysis of funds that we monitor shows that both 

gross and net exposures have increased modestly but 

there are very few managers who have aggressively 

deployed new risk.    
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Market outlook 

Upward price moves, as we have seen in February, are not 

surprising while the macroeconomic environment and 

technical conditions continue to be supportive of risk 

assets. Market resilience in the face of marginal bad news 

such as the announcement of a larger-than-expected take-

up of the ECB’s second LTRO offers further evidence that 

risk positioning remains low.  

 

The two LTROs that have been conducted over the past 

three months have restored confidence in the banking 

system and have improved the interrelated liquidity 

concerns of sovereigns and banks. Both Italian and 

Spanish 10 year bond yields have fallen (to 5.2% and 5.0% 

respectively) and a substantial portion of the first quarter 

debt maturities have been rolled over successfully. It is 

assumed that the carry trade (banks borrowing from the 

ECB at 1% to purchase sovereign debt at yields of ~2%) 

will be profitable provided that country default is considered 

unthinkable.  

 

Our outlook is generally unchanged from last month. We 

think that although Europe remains a risk in the long term, 

the near term risks (particularly systemic risks) are now 

reduced. Liquidity problems at the banks have been 

pushed out, but for how long it remains to be seen, and 

perhaps the LTROs will allow the banks to buy enough time 

to sort out the underlying solvency problems. All in all, 

Greece is now a smaller problem because the German 

parliament have agreed the next bailout package; the level 

of debt has been reduced by the proposed haircut for 

private bondholders; and so much bad news has already 

been priced in. Notwithstanding this, the extreme level of 

fiscal austerity that has been imposed offers little hope of 

longer term economic and social stability.   

 

Political rhetoric in February, however, has refocused the 

spotlight on the divisions between the Eurozone nations. 

Germany has been reluctant to increase its participation in 

the Eurozone bailout fund (EFSF). The next milestone will 

be the G20 summit in April in which any boost in 

international aid will be decided; this decision is likely to be 

contingent on the agreed participation levels from the 

Eurozone members. The announcement of a referendum in 

Ireland may in itself account to no more than a technicality, 

but is a timely reminder that ultimately a level of fiscal 

austerity, for which there is little by way of successful 

precedence, still has to be sold to the electorate.  

 

In China, the economic data releases in February support 

the consensus view of a soft landing. Though inflation has 

picked up slightly from 4.1% to 4.5%, GDP growth 

expectations have remained steady at 8.5% and the latest 

PMI numbers have surprised on the upside (50.5 vs 

estimates of 49.6 for January). Policy decisions have 

started to edge towards looser monetary conditions. For 

example, the central bank reduced the required reserve 

ratio for banks (by 0.5% to 20% for large commercial 

banks) on 20 February. Furthermore, in February the 

PBOC instructed banks to rollover loans to local 

governments in order to delay a wave of defaults (total 

local debt estimated to be USD 1.7trn). Our view on China 

is that there are likely to be significant structural problems 

in the property market, domestic demand, and local 

government debt which constitute substantial risks in the 

longer term. The efficacy of policy intervention is an 

unknown factor which is likely to be a determinant of 

confidence in the region.  

 

The conundrum in the US was aptly captured at the end of 

February as markets reacted to the potential withdrawal of 

further quantitative easing. Although at this stage it appears 

that gold prices were the only asset to react, it highlights 

the low tolerance of markets to the prospect of reduced 

stimulus. Weaning the major economies off extreme levels 

of monetary easing without interruption to market stability 

will be a difficult task for policymakers to preside over. 

 

Whilst oil prices generally correlate to equity market moves, 

the scale of the rise over the past month points towards 

renewed fears of geopolitical tension centred on Iran, 

higher inflation and an added impediment to global growth. 

While this factor on its own is unlikely to drive a slowdown, 

it may yet contribute to one.  

 

 

Hedge fund outlook  

Stabilisation of the banks and sovereign credit problems 

has alleviated systemic market risks to the point that hedge 

funds are now redeploying risk.   

 

Although oil is a risk factor which has implications for global 

growth, it does not necessarily have repercussions for 

market stability. If anything, the volatility in oil prices 

creates opportunity for energy specialists. For example, 

some hedge fund managers have been exploiting 

backwardation yields on the oil curve while others have 

been creative in building options structures to benefit from 

the volatility in oil prices while limiting any downside from 

tail events.  

 

We still think that 2012 will afford better opportunities for 

hedge funds due to the diversity of the sources of return.  

For example:  

 

1. Idiosyncratic risk beta: technical factors in select risk 

assets are likely sources of return for hedge funds that 

are aware of market dynamics. Though this represents 

risk asset beta, it does not necessarily follow that 

these assets will be correlated to broader markets. For 
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example, in RMBS markets in the US, investor 

demand has been increasing and concerns over 

selling pressure from European banks has abated, 

leaving scope for improvement in pricing levels 

irrespective of underlying fundamentals (which also 

happen to have improved in the past few months). 

Cash-on-cash yields in non-agency RMBS are 

attractive in the extreme scenario but also offer decent 

asymmetry in the positive scenario. 

 

A second example is in Emerging Markets (EM) where 

policy action is becoming increasingly divergent. For 

example, the Brazilian central bank has maintained the 

view that it can bring its policy rate down to single 

digits; consensus estimates suggest 175bps of policy 

cuts in 2012. In Asia, easing policy is expected to be 

slower as policymakers wait for signs of sequential 

decline in inflation (eg in China and India). Contrary to 

this, tightening policy continues to be implemented in 

South Africa in a bid to reduce its budget deficit.  

 

2. Macro trading strategies:  increased dispersion not 

only relates to EM policy but also extends more 

broadly to asset classes. For example, the recent 

breakdown in the correlation between bonds and 

equities means that traders can now build more 

diverse portfolios. Increased asset class dispersion is 

advantageous to both discretionary and systematic 

managers.  

 

3. Liquidity provision: the regime shift in banking 

regulation is unlikely to be reversed and gives rise to 

opportunities for hedge funds to take over as liquidity 

providers. With banks no longer prepared to 

warehouse significant inventories that constitute risk 

exposure, assets such as convertible bonds now tend 

to trade ‘cheap’ for longer periods after a sell-off. Old-

style convertible arbitrage opportunities are left open 

for longer as a result, and we have seen evidence of 

this in the Asian convertibles market. 

 

The improvement in the condition of markets will also lead 

to benefits for Event Arbitrage managers as corporate 

activity increases and the vacuum in the M&A pipeline 

begins to fill. The announcement of the Glencore/Xstrata 

deal worth USD 90bn in February is evidence of a tentative 

pickup in activity in Europe.  Improved price dynamics such 

as the collapse in stock correlations will also be helpful for 

hedge fund managers.  
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Strategy summary for February 2012 

Strategy type Estimated return 
for February* 

Comments 

Directional Trading + • Systematic Trading managers (ie CTAs) produced muted returns in February. 
Most managers generated modest returns through the middle of the month before 
incurring losses in the last few trading days. FX exposure was the main detractor 
as trends in the EUR and the JPY reversed course. These losses were, however, 
recouped through increased exposure to oil, the largest contributor to returns in 
February.  

• Discretionary Traders generally ended the month in the black. Managers across 
the board increased risk levels by adding to high conviction ideas; even the most 
bearish of managers started to switch their views to align with the improved 
sentiment, at least in the short term. Exposure to Emerging Markets FX and to oil 
were strong contributors in February. There is growing consensus among 
managers that the political tension between the West and Iran is a risk factor 
which has the potential to cause a tail event. 

Equity Long-Short + • Equity-Long Short managers made money in February with long-bias managers 
outperforming for a second month. Managers generally increased gross exposures 
through the month and some managers also increased their net exposures.  

• Asian Equity Long-Short managers were the top performers in February; a number 
of managers made money from long exposure to Chinese cyclicals. The 
depreciation of the Japanese Yen was a small detractor for managers with 
currency hedged books.  

Specialist Credit + • Early estimates indicate that Specialist Credit managers ended the month in 
positive territory. Managers who reduced their hedges at the end of January are 
likely to have produced better results in February; we expect that long-bias 
managers will have outperformed. 

• Financials continue to be core positions for a number of trading-oriented 
managers. In particular, trading around new issuance from banks and post-
reorganisation equity have been popular themes, particularly now that capital 
markets have become more accessible following the LTROs.  

Relative Value + • Relative Value managers produced positive returns in aggregate. The best-
performing managers were in Event Arbitrage. These managers benefited from the 
continued tightening in merger spreads; improvement in equity markets; and 
increase in activity.   

• Convertible Arbitrage managers also enjoyed another strong month as valuations 
continued to improve. New issuance in Europe picked up in February as 
companies have increasingly sought to finance through convertibles in the current 
low interest rate, high volatility environment; the largest new issue during the 
month was announced by Siemens, totalling USD 1.5bn.  

• There was a high degree of dispersion in the returns from Statistical Arbitrage 
managers. The data that we have received so far suggests that fundamental-
oriented models have performed well with value factors generating decent returns. 
Mean-reversion models also produced strong contributions. The main detractors 
were sentiment-based models.  

 
*Note: estimated return reflects our opinion of the probable outcome across each strategy in the wider market. 
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